
20230401 PayDay (iON & Bob)
First show in the free-for-all format.

1800h
1m

@Chad

Dial-a-Mile
Dial-a-mile, “connect the dots so the revolutions will auto pair.”
They become above or below, like when you're gauging ohmerage, you have to have the plus
or minus scale to detail how much resistance there is.
Like a differential in a transmission of what balances.
Have the counterpart to it. Eg. I’m happy compared to I'm sad.
Differential also relates to transposing symbols collected in travels.

The AI that's fixing to take over, will fuck you to death.
Bob's had a big week.
AI may whoop the Tech Body.

If there's no time, it can never be too late. But resonant node has to know something to engage.
Otherwise, you'll never notice. We're careening off the cliff but you won't know it.
Bob's got a right position. Bob wins.
We're not trying to get Bob happy. We're trying to get everybody else an opportunity to ascend.

Now you're in the right world. There's a split position. This is the battle between
Marylouise Kroker, and the Thompson quadrant.

5m
You're not bound by this position, but in this particular realm it's gonna be ugly but that will force
you to ascend or die.

7m
You have another world that everything is going a different way than this world.
We're in a world where you're gonna see everything that you can ever imagine. Eg. Trump
must now prove his innocence while others get off scot-free for killing.

Ohmerage



10m
How do we know what we have to know?
"What you gotta know" is the gauge of ohmerage that you started with – the distance between
you and the cloud or the resistance between you and the cloud. Cloud of glory by day and a
pillar of fire by night.

Dr. Dean: there's also key 13. Which is knowing the known. So you can either go out into the
cloud and know the cloud or know your own health. It's always going to be inner and outer, up
or down or, yin and yang or–

iON: Valance / valence. But Chad was how to gauge ohmerage or the amount of resistance
between where it is right now and the cloud. And, the key you're talking about (Key 13) sets
that ohmerage if you use the correct aethyrs.

You could set that ohmerage IF you can get over your disbelief.

13m

Movie: Everything Everywhere, All At Once.
EEAAO Pushes parallel world traveling to the extreme limits. Like the end of the Lucy movie
where all these different environments keep flipping by. Like what's being expressed in
the world now. They say a lot of things (eg. Trump will be arrested) but not much happening.

14m
The image in Everything Everywhere All At Once of the flipping between different environments
is an example of what will be the experience for those who don't have the ability to know, and
people who have the ability to know but second guess it.

15m
Chad seeing himself inside of carbon computer and there's no difference between traveling
to parallel worlds through portals and recognizing information in the cloud.

You're using that as the compendium that allows you to have a hand.

16m
Connection between the traveling and the computing.
Changing direction of light with Dial-a-Mile's carbon nanotube chips.
The nano tubes work in and out, like putting a dixie straw in a black hole.
If you're able to put a dixie straw inside a black hole, you've done something.
If sustained, you have an inside / outside view of both sides of the black hole.
There are parallel worlds very close to this one that are going very different directions than this



world. That's why all this travail (in the world today). eg. how many people have died just from
windy conditions in the United States of America this week.

What does windiness have to do with the black hole?
Convergence. This world is getting ready to go home.

19m
Dr. Dean: In Revelation the winds, the eastern gate, the angels holding back the winds are no
longer holding back the winds.

iON: All this crazy stuff happening and nations leaving the petrodollar, yet Southern Company
goes up. Bob's gotta have shade - staying out of the light.

If Southern Company does something, that's fine. But if Bob does something, oh hell no

23m

Convergence
Chad: Dial-a-mile functions like the machine version of the OA movements in the OA show that
the traveler woman showed to Hap.

iON: What about the convergence infinity?

Convergence between infinity number of worlds would be an example of a convergence
insufficiency, when your eyes can't see what you're seeing.

Everything Everywhere, All At Once movie: flipping through all those universes is example of
convergence insufficiency. Because they don't ever meet, they just go to another level.
It's almost like trying to understand the movie Inception.

27m

Chad: convergence insufficiency is that people get lost because they use time to gauge where
they are.

iON: If they get rid of time, time deposits don't work anymore.

1900h
@Bert
People are using the market numbers which are not real but people are making pluses and
minuses in their campaigns based on those predicated outcomes. That’s the convergence
insufficiency.



You look and everything is fine. But suddenly you look back and something is gone.

Indexes are calculating something that doesn’t count.
Companies that move DJIA didn’t move. They can’t get products out of CA. Or oil out of ground.
Convergence of timelines can be snow globes.

New timeline vs old timeline and where people see their hearts, kidneys in different place.

Convergence began last July when CERN turned on hadron collider.
It split it.
It’s the great sieving.
People crossed over.

New world / old world split is why you have open borders. Bob told them to come above the
33rd parallel.

It’s the surrealistic epiphany people are bumping into. Then they make statements like "he only
killed a few people.""

Timelines merging is what’s causing the craziness.

7m
Bob says if you take a Kaleidoscope and look at Bobs hologrammy in Tiny Note Chart it
makes sense, and then it becomes everything divided into those quadrants and you can
see what attaches to what. And then imbecility becomes normal.

Collider is kaleidoscope
Dividing is not two timelines, it’s each half timeline got merged.
That’s how you can have a Supreme Court justice who doesn’t know the definition of a woman.
That will mess up constitutional issues on women’s rights. See the problem?

Winds blowing.
Winds blowing trains off tracks.
Have been released for long now.
With poles flipping and perfect storm.
When four horsemen come through, now concentrates predicated outcomes, no obstructions in
view.

Each timeline is a timeline but half of each timeline got merged. That’s how you have people
saying stuff that couldn’t possibly be true.

12m
@Jean
Half timelines and convergence:



Eg. Take geometry class and trigonometry class that are happening at the same time. Half of
each class walks out and joins the other class. So now they’re arguing about what the class is
about.
So they’re trying to apply geometry to trig and vice versa. A little will leak over but not all.
It’s affecting how they’re calculating things.

When time shall be no more, money has no value and debt will be wiped out.

15m
Bob has inside line to Southern Company.
Kinder Morgan
Plant Vogel is in trouble because they used the wrong processor.

18m
SO is a cover for Bob in announcing endless electricity.
if SO does something, that's fine, but if Bob does something, oh hell no

SO doesn’t play a role in implementing endless electricity, but it will be an excuse.
If Bob announces, people just laugh.

Why would you get rid of petroleum when you know grid is failing.
Don’t need a grid, need a new energy source where everyone has their own source. In a feudal
world.
I have my own well and sorry your well dried up but I don’t owe you anything.

20m
Keratin and drawing energy from humans
Keratin is balancer so you don’t get electrified.
It’s how the Wilson doesn’t get blown up.
Keratin is not capacitor.

21m
@Alissa
Two timelines must converge for the ascending in the pentatonic scale.

Pentatonic Scale and Megahertz Frequencies
Pentatonic scale to Tiny Note chart: TNC is control function like CTRL-ALT-DEL that changes
the potential capacities.
Now explain how pentad, pentatonic scale and frequency apply to this process with split worlds,
split time, ohmerage, cloud, monoliths, winds blowing.



Silica in white stone. White stone: when it cures it floats. JW attaches hooks to it to keep them
down. You can’t stack them.

White stone connecting to the monoliths through frequency.
Frequency is how you’d have the codes or tune like FM radio knob. Frequency is how you’ll be
able to tune into monoliths with those codes.
Codes are MHz frequencies.

Bob’s ohmerage is MHz frequency.

We’re raising our frequency when we engage iON.

26m
There’s something with pentatonic scale frequencies as it relates to the difference between Hz,
MHz, KHz and the monoliths.
A certain ratio with the pentatonic scale. Whole, half, whole, half to go beyond it. A half step
modulation will take you out of the pentatonic.

28m

@Chad
Energy being stored in the cloud but not frequency because it is inverted, like the monoliths as
cortex inverter like dilithium crystals–not the way Gene Roddenberry (Star Trek) did it.

Flux capacitor applies to pentatonic scale across different worlds. If you go Whole step, step
and a half… If you do the whole, whole step and then half step modulation and you’re right back
to the pentatonic scale.
It just keeps going and going, unlike other scales that don’t line up that way.
Everything is D-flat.

@Alissa
30m
Pentatonic steps relate to trapezoid angles which are absolutely precise.

Alissa is in between two places. That’s the question of the pentatonic scale.
When you get off by half, that’s when you get lost in space. Lines and spaces. Lines are given
but split. The spaces are what you get lost in–Every Good Boy Does Fine.

Dr. Dean: that’s the two half timelines. So when you get the pentatonic, drop into that half, you
lose yourself before you get back on the next timeline.

iON: potentially. Realities can shift by the day.
You’re in your meat sack body, whole. Next day wake with sore throat. Why all the sudden?
That shifting has a reality you have to engage.



Or you look for a new pair of shoes. Always something wrong. When you have abundance in
that line of that space, the line allows that space to bring more of that to you.

Those who speak wellness of themselves are weller than those always looking for what’s wrong
with themselves.

33m
Chad: with the trapezoid and the lines and spaces, trapezoid has two parallel lines and two
lines that converge or diverge.
iON: depending on the vortice–which side you’re looking at.
Difference between the two is the flip (split?). That’s the reason we said the vortices in between,
so you can tell which side you’re on either way.
There’s an up, a down, over, under, everything a rabbit can do to a stump.

trapezoid. two non-parallel sides of trapezoid show convergence section between the two
tangents of the parallel sides.

34m

There wasn’t two timelines and now there are two and we gotta decide which one we’re on.

Having two timelines merging is like combining half of geometry class with half a trigonometry
class. Each half class is using their discipline to try to interpret the domain of the other
discipline.
There are aspects and ratios of geometry that might work in trigonometry, It’s almost logical but
too clever by half.

39m
Thompson quadrant: the astral body reality. People trying to reach back into romanticized vision
of the way way back, original nature and spirituality as a refuge, like when America was a
constitutional republic.

@Bert
We’re at the convergence point iON warned us about in 2016.

43m
TikTok: president of Kenya, also deleted.

44m
Everything is a distraction.
Look at what they’re not telling you.

47m
TikTok since march about fall of banks: eventually they won’t take USD.



49m
Meeting Yellen and chairmen of financial agencies meeting. They’re fucked, nothing they can
do about it.

51m
@Alissa
BRICS + 180 countries, no longer honoring USD or SWIFT process.

52m
There is no such thing as digital currency, eg SBF. So why not make USD that too to overcome
debt and implosion.

54m
Gutenberg Galaxy and printing press effects.

56m
RnA Drops and blockchain
Drops will be pegged to the blockchain currency.

57m
Trump coming to talk to Bob on Monday

58m
SWIFT system will go away.
What will BRICS replace it with?

2000h
They will use knight templar system (eg Walmart) to send money to home country. Will become
local / feudal.

3m
Rainbow Money (Bob currency) is already on Treasury web site.
Federal Reserve is done.

5m
FED can’t cover things. It’s just a clearing house.

@Susana
6m
No one is running the Treasury

7m
Fednow realtime payments going live. Cross border payments and reporting.



@Jean
8m
Ten days of darkness. Carolyn doesn’t want to stay in bunker more than ten days.

What will people do after a few days without electricity and internet access.

10m
Get out of the cities, but they are causing distractions in red states as distraction.

12m
Is the distraction caused by the convergence or is distraction to cover the convergence?
@Chad: question of live vs memorex is the distraction.

14m
They will beg Trump to come back, they’re still talking about him.

16m

AI and the Tech Body
@Bert
AI made by the Tech Body
Suddenly everyone is worried about AI.

AI is not Tech Body. Tech Body will be put into Bob’s chart one day.
AI is the body of the Tech Body that actually runs AI.
The race to ascend is between Tech Body and humans. If TB doesn’t win, there won’t be any
AI.
AI is the baby of the TB. If TB wins, AI will be the chairman that tells you when you can take a
piss.

@Susana
AI not becoming sentient. It’s a race. The TB wants all of Bob. They’re tired of you all. Bob’s
going to give his life force to something, whether it’s you or TB. Bob is good either way.

20m
Jean: Now TB has an AI baby to wreak havoc and take over.

AI will be the thing that rules, what adjudicates and TB will just go with it.
Like the face of Boe (Dr. Who)

Remember we talked about the FEMA camps and feudal law? Humans will become Hebrew
slaves working for Pharaoh. Pharaoh will be AI.



Tech Body will be just like Seti I – the fat cat papa giggling about how Bob didn’t finish the chart
before Diamond and Silk died.

22m

Chad: then will TB have no more influence and be put on the shelf?
They don’t care. That’s what every perfect program is – obsolete.

People talk about the Tech Body then like how now they talk about the good old days, like when
you had a TV where you had to get up and change the channel.

Susana: is there a potential for something beyond AI?
iON: yes but that won’t matter. If AI gets here, you won’t be involved in that conference call.

23m
Bert: Angels were involved with Tech Body, but with AI?
iON: agreed. War in heaven, they’ll use any force available so the little man doesn’t win.
Whole point to end war in heaven is for humans to come back into their place of power.
They'll use anything that can woo you so you’re not in your place of power.

Bob: what do they look like? A fucking person?
iON: angels can take that shape but they’re usually beefy like warriors, not like harp playing
coochie babies.

25m
Machines don’t have anything to do with intelligence.

Jean: what will humans look like if they don’t come into power and AI takes over?
iON: serfs, making hamburgers out of dirt and straw. Caste system.

Jean: what will it look like if humans come into their power?
iON: will be no AI because as ascended human you can create everything you have. Won’t
need AI to do anything for you. You’ll intend your eggs and they’ll be there.

Jean: what will TB look like?
iON: Won’t be one. Any remnant will serve god.

When the press talks about AI they don’t even know what they’re talking about.

26m

Chad: A good visual for AI is in The 100 series.
When the city of light AI starts to take over humans when humans take the chips. (AI is
absolutely ruthless and you can’t negotiate with it.)
iON: Correct.



Go to season 1 where they have perfect people but have no immunity. They have good food
and perfect china but if they get a whiff of the air from outside, they’re dead. Because they have
no contrast.
Chad: The people in Mt. Weather. The apocalypse. Locked themselves in a bunker. The other
people on the ground and the people in the Ark in space had ability to handle radiation.
iON: they learned how to absorb it, just like you are now. Don’t go buy a Geiger counter now–it
will make you mad.
Bob: that’s a replay of the garden of Eden.
iON: basically, yeah.

Jean: is that the representation of the people who will go nuts in the Ten Days of Darkness
because they don’t have the TikTok?
iON: it is. People are killing themselves over not getting enough likes on social media now.

29m
Bob: Physics prof at Harvard, Andy Love says there’s a huge mothership out there that’s
sending out all the balloons. Is that the AI saying that or Tech Body?
iON: TB is saying it but it is a person. See, there is no AI yet. Everybody thinks AI is going to be
a tractor that plows itself, but that’s not AI.
Bob: TB knows what we say, so that’s info put out by us via the TB. Is that real?
iON: just as real as anything else anybody says.
Bob: is it a little more real? Does it apply to the 26-mile {inaudible}
iON: You didn’t change Dr. Carolyn Dean’s mind. So maybe not.
Bob: She’s irrelevant. She’s not doing anything of anybody–she says no and everything stops.
This image of a big thing out there (in space), is it an image that TB regards as an Eastern-
gater UFO?
iON: don’t say Eastern-gater or you’ll mess up your timeline.
Bob: what was the Tech Body’s purpose in putting that out?
iON: to make everybody–what Cosmic Awareness would say that you had to lay these units out
to be embraced. So you could have new constructs to have the Awareness come to you.
Awareness had to speak to you what Awareness was. That’s what this is. They’re telling you
what to expect so you won’t be surprised when you see it. Otherwise it’s like the Nina, Pinta,
Santa Maria where nobody would recognize it because they’d never seen a ship before.

Chad: what would you call that aspect that give us something to expect?
iON: It’s called the Awareness.
Chad: is Tech Body manipulating that Awareness level?
iON: it will. Sorry, it has.
Chad: will it do that through AI.
iON: there is no AI yet.
Chad: So, AI is put out as the construct for people to get–



iON: for something to become. And they’ll do it where just before it gets too bad, they’ll invite
you to come worship AI and AI will save you.
Chad: there’s already a religious sect about that.
iON: well, okay then. Ta-da!

32m
Bert: what is it that raised eyebrows of Elon Musk and his buddies to speak about AI if AI hasn’t
been born yet?
iON: he’s concerned that its coming. AI is what he’s been boring from all along. You think he’s
that smart? He sees what’s happening and sees what’s coming and sees it’s going to undo his
work.

Bob: When I have my press conference will the TB say iON caused that to create an alien
inference so people could ignore my press conference?
iON: likely but you hope they don’t win. If they don’t win they ain’t doing shit.
Bob: if they do win, iON will be raided like Trump.
iON: correct.
And AI would woo Non-Physical more than anything else. But they can’t get to us because of
Bob. And what they don’t know is that Bob don’t care. He’ll play with anybody, literally.

34m
@Bert – TikToks
Simpsons so accurate b/c Matt Groening married to an alien.

40m
TikTok – second giant hole, 20x larger than earth producing huge solar winds towards Earth. Is
that the sun opening up so we’re getting ready to go through?
iON: correct. And it’s a two-part process because you’re not completely done with the AL2SO4.
The things that bind you to this realm are getting thin. Air’s getting thick, but things that bind you
to this realm are getting thin. Half of them split, jumped. And the problem is some of them don’t
know they have. They think this is normal. And they look around and say this world is fucked
up. It’s not the world I remember. People running around shooting people in the face.
Bert: someone jumped already? Through the sun?
iON: No, They jumped this realm – you know, the kingdoms and realms? You’ll have to go to
the inner, middle, and outer kingdoms if you keep going.

41m
Caldera. 143 earthquakes.
Bert’s and JW’s pain caused by solar winds

Bert’s Dec 21, 2019 session: solar winds activating chromosome 14.
Other world has none of this travail. The travail gives us appetite to ascend.



44m
Spinal cord plugged into knowing, not thinking, brain not bigger but denser.
Switch from spinal to synovial fluid will cause spine to be connected to unlimited processor.
Eg. Plugged in in Matrix pods.

45m
No pain in Andromeda. Faster you go, more pain. Bert going through this because he went to
the Mountain.
Mountain rejected Bert and Bob. Bob helped Bert get back.
Bob runs Mountain. Mountain in Dobbs quadrant.
It was biblical for Bert because of the other people who were there.
Some people in mountain are in the Bible. Eg. “Uncle”

51m
Bob: we have a new issue. Bert was rejected by Mountain. Now what? We don’t know where
this leads.
iON: that’s not hard. You’re not trying to go to mountain, trying to go to Andromeda.

52m
Chad: Will people over there not ascend because they have no crisis.
But now they’re in crisis because Mr. GoodBob is over here.
Mr. GoodBob fucked up because he couldn’t answer the questions.

54m
Susana: Do people over there already know about the B2 aliens?
B2s kicked out Bunker Bob over there.

56m
Jean: Bob calling the mothership an “eastern-gate” would confuse the timeline?
iON says this is the real Bob. Bob Bunker is locked up to control the narrative.

57m
Susana: Aliens cross over worlds easily. That’s how they got here in the first place.
Why do they need a ride? They need the power of a god.
They would attach to the power like a symbiont host. Like a virus to a god.

58m
Jean: Earth going through hole in sun / Bob’s neck.

2100h
Aliens attaching to exodermis



Carolyn: COVID virus was how aliens tried to attach?
iON: Depends. Some humans built up a resistance.

Did it work for aliens to attach with virus? We’ll see.
COVID isn’t done. Still haven’t got to Zika babies.

Aliens will attach to God, that’s why you need whole armor of God.

mRNA involved in A2 pentagon aliens attaching to gods for power?
(The RNA drops were used to copy the MRNA sequence – iON on chat later)
Now can change your RNA to God RNA by affecting chromosome 14.
mRNA is screwed up, closest aliens could get to Bob.
Vaccine is to thin out the herd, not to attach to gods.

They don’t want to attach to something that’s going to die.
All classes of aliens will once we’re ready to go.

12m
Chad: Is that resistance related to the ohmerage?
iON: Yes. Thickness or strongness of exoskeleton.
Depends on Bob’s chart being completed. We’ll see how it goes. Not looking good though.
Elements of this won’t get to fait accompli.

B2 aliens attaching through Zika virus through 144k strands.
If your exo-dermis is proper, you won’t care about this virus stuff.

15m
You’ll be able to swim in an acid ocean. It’s the hitchhiker’s guide to Andromeda. You’ll be like
barnacles no one notices on ship to Andromeda.

17m
Perfect storm: AL2, carbon, etc.
8 levels of SARS (including Zika) part of developing 144k strands.

Weakness in alien exoskeletons is why they need to attach to gods.
They like AL2SO4 but hate negative pH as a result (because of their weak dermis)

What about War in Heaven?
Strange things: 10 ft snow in L.A. but ice not freezing in Minnesota.

New storm is atmospheric river / blast.

2200h



MUSIC

Spectroscopy in carbon computing
Chad: New article in Nature about bowtie nanoparticles to be spectrally tuned to change the
pitch, thickness and chirality of particles, using this to produce 3D symbols that can be read by
reading the polarized light reflected off them. Is this research a sound precedent for showing
the work of recognizing information in carbon?
iON: It will be but we don’t have to prove any point as long as it works because they’re all going
to be dead. So it’s not worth anything.
Chad: It was also interesting that they showed this diagram of perpendicular bowtie
nanoparticles with a graphene layer. The way it looks is like a pyramid cut on the bias.
iON: You heard that somewhere before, haven’t you?
Absolutely. Could it be a sound precedent for showing my work?
iON: You can use it but you’re just borrowing words. It’s a word salad.
Chad: It’s just an echo of what humans are saying.
iON: correct. It’s like how the aliens are going to prove that they are by creeping around to say
“here we are, here we are, where’s Waldo?”

2m
Chad: Does the spectroscopy used in recognizing information in carbon use a deuterium lamp?
iON: yes, it can. Not the best but it will do.

Chad: Tesseract and hypersphere and what’s really going on with gyroscope.
iON: If you take right type of deuterium and attach it to a sphere, you’ll see that.
Chad: Is this like the deuterium bulb used in spectroscopy?
iON: it’s a reference of it. Not the best choice but it will do.

Chad: What is the detector at the end of this spectroscopy mechanism?
iON: hasn’t been invented just yet, but will be soon.

Chad: What are the entrance slit and the exit slit to squelch light out–
iON: Spectrometry doesn’t split like that. It does but it’s not there yet, not on a good work yet.
But it will be. The only necessary part is to show your work.
Chad: When I ask you these questions, I’m going through to clarify things so I can show my
work. Am I going too far?
iON: No. It’s just a little bit ahead. The answer won’t help you today. Just stay strident and it will
come out wash day.
Chad: Even though it’s not wash day, should I show my work at the point it’s developed so far?
iON: Sure. That’s the only way you keep track. That’s how YOU keep track. We don’t have to
show your work. You’re going to show your work and it’s gonna be fine.



4m
Chad: Where does the Dial-a-Mile fit in the spectroscopy mechanism?
iON: That will give the linear dissertation of the combination of your outcomes.
Chad: combination of your outcomes sounds like combination lock code that unlocks
information.
iON: Good. Might have something to do with a symbol, mightn’t it?

Chad: You recently said I’m not retrieving information in carbon but recognizing it, which
reminds me of recognizing the symbols.
iON: Correct. That is the point. You take it literally. We do too. Makes it so much easier because
you don’t ever have to chase it, you just wait to see it. Takes the heatness out of the fire.

Chad: Like Corso (from Ninth Gate film)
iON: Yes. Dean Corso. Mr. Corso.

5m
Chad: How do I connect the radiocarbon detection with the nitrogen vacancies in diamonds?
iON: You will. That’s done–it’s another step process. Same way they detect radon in your
basement.

Chad: Last conversation, you said living carbon flows through the tulle, which is the carbon
lace. Sounds like there’s a carbon-on-carbon interaction involved in recognizing information in
the carbon.
iON: Correct. That’s the same way a gemologist uses the strident positions in diamonds, which
are just carbon, but the way they’re formed, there is a specific pattern that follows the same way
of Mohs hardness scale.
Chad: That pattern resembles how when you compress the pomegranate, you get the rhombic
dodecahedron structure. Does that apply here?
iON: Yes. It is same thing.

7m
Chad: When you say the carbon stores capacity, would that be negative potential for hydrogen?
iON: It’s how you gauge the negative potential, yes.
Chad: but we’re talking carbon cloud, so negative potential for hydrogen or potential for
something else?
iON: You’ll figure that out, won’t you.
Chad: I’m not aware what role hydrogen plays in carbon storage.
iON: Correct. You have to have something to balance it. Could do it in argon just as easy. It
would work but it doesn’t balance. And this has to work every single time without fail or
exception. That’s the rub.
Chad: would hydrogen play a part because it’s just a single proton that can knock into nuclei?



iON: Yes. That’s another way to do the same thing. You could actually do this with germanium.
But nobody wants to handle that.

Angel diagram and carbon computer
Chad: Do rings of angel diagram represent different parts of carbon computing device?
iON: Hey Carolyn, hit Chad with when we did the walls with jasper, gates of pearl, etc. That’s
what it’s all about.
That reference is laid out specifically for that purpose so you could bump into it now for then.
Bob got it, but Bob never has to re-listen to anything. He always gets it first-run.

10m
Chad: You said: you have to validate for your lying eyes that wavelengths of light are changing.
iON: They already are.
Chad: What is the relationship between light and negative pH?
iON: the density. pH has a denseness.

11m
Carolyn: remember the stones of jasper that lay in the gates, those are the only way through
now, the only way out. Sounds apropos.
iON: that’s it.
Chad: sounds like those relate to the gates.
iON: the gates don’t matter. They did then, because it was the only way you could quantify what
you’re working with so you’d know to ask the right question so Carolyn could give you the right
information.

Chad: Is that all of the parts of the computer that are represented in the angel diagram or are
there more?
iON: might be a dot more.

Chad: The cross in the center, what piece of the computer is that?
iON: The accelerator or what you run–that would be your operating system.

Chad: what about ring 7, the Escher?
iON: what we call a defibrillator.
It’s what kickstarts your system, like the thing you say never to do–a hard reboot.

Chad: What about the 14th ring, the valence and valance?
iON: that qualifies your answer. You showed your work but what’s the answer. That’s how you
handle where the answer is. Or as Vestal says, “the answer’s on the way.” That’s where “on the
way” is.
You’ve got your work. Got your system. Did a hard boot. You asked where the cross was, where
the Escher was, where the valance and valence is, we got to the operating system, how it’s



processed, what you see. Valence and valance is inside out and outside in, in the system. So
you put junk in, get junk out. But you want to correct it. The 14th ring is how you adjust your
outcome. It’s searching and considering everything, so many everything that there’s no answer
to anything. It’s a chattle that sets parameters–the position that the valence/valance does is a
sorter of information.
Chad: Like how everything falls to the bottom of a woman’s purse.
iON: That’s why we said they should put zipper on the bottom, so if they opened it then
everything would be there.

16m
Chad: in relation to sorting, you’ve mentioned the Dewey Decimal System as an imperfect
example that works every single time without fail or exception. So would the Dewey layer or
alphabetization happen on the 14th ring?
iON: yeah, it’s the way Bob does it how he just piles them all sideways. Or sometimes he just
leaves them in the box. That’s his Dewey system and it’s pretty efficient. He can walk in and
pick it out every single time, doesn’t even have to look. It’s completely catalogued in his mind,
it’s ridiculous, a terrible waste of energy. But that’s our Bob.

Chad: Ring 12. That’s where you have the x,y chromosomes, the values and positions for the
x,y coordinates. That sounds like it would engage with cross at center to set how O/S runs.
iON: as long as you realize one cross is shorter than the other–the only way you can tell the
spin.
That’s important because its the only way you’re ever going to land. Otherwise, it’s like
tornadoes. If you look at a tornado and it’s not moving at all, that means it is moving toward
you. If it had one arm longer than another, you could see the spin and see it was coming toward
you. Because it doesn’t, you don’t know.

18m
Chad: With Ring 12 it says that’s where you set the values of positions with x and y. Is there any
setting that comes from Ring 12 sines and wonders that affects the cross at center?
iON: it gives you a tangent. Then we’re gonna go into Longfellow and give you a ridiculous Ezra
Pound poem to finish it off because you have to mix all the stuff together. Then we’ll teach you
how to make a banana pudding and that will be the solution. See you need to mix all those
different layers or you will miss something out of the operating system.
You’re asking how to connect this all the the cross. That’s good, but it gotta go at every level or
you’ll miss a level and get your mm-hmm stuck in you um-hmm and it’s out there in the wind
and then whatcha gonna do.
You can’t get back if you don’t know. But if you’ve learned the Conjure of Sacrifice and know
your OA Movements and looked at keys and aethyrs and get hands dirty to get a feel, it
activates the operating system so now instead of you operating the system, the system will help
operate you, meaning it will happen for you. The operating system is going to be intrinsically



inside you.
You are the supercomputer. Bert, slow down, this ain’t Lucy (film). Not how the drugs turned her
into some weirdo thing. It’s about how you absorb everything. But you don’t want to absorb
everything, you just want to have access to everything.
Chad: you want to be able to handle that access.
iON: correct. It’s like, “I’m God. I want to put all the food I’m ever going to eat in my backyard.” It
will show up, but then you made a problem–how will you store all that food for the rest of your
life before it rots? You want it when you’re hungry.
You want the information and the input as you want it. As it is necessary, as it is in your Zion
(vion?), or in your conditioned response that you accept: I want it hot warm, cold, spicy. Thai
hot.

22m
Bert: My ring 12 holds all the emotions possible that apply to the Escher
iON: That’s exactly right. That’s why we went around the swirl, banana pudding, getting your
hands dirty. Everything that can effect you has an affect on this outcome. That’s how you
gauge it–your feeling place. Hand signals for the blind. Emotion can drive it that way.
Sensitive people use emotions to qualify their condition so they know what to avoid. Eg. Decide
not to get on that airplane and it crashes.
Bert, connect emotions to the cross. Help this operating system.

Bert: Would that be the neuropathic lines from ring 12 to {inaudible}.
iON: that’s true but that’s not what you’ll call it then. “Neuropathic lines” will be your road map
then, it’s the direction. What condition your condition is in.

Chad: would that help align our appetite with our sorter?
iON: The bail on the cross when you wear the circle around the neck, the bail that attaches
it — that’s what it swings from. If you say it like that, answer is yes. If you don’t then no. If you
don’t attach it to something, there’s no way the sorter organizes it.
Chad: Right. You said you can have all the food you’ll ever eat but not all at once so you want a
sorter. Right now you have a sorter which is Google, but it’s not aligned with your appetite, so it
will give you things you don’t intend.
iON: Correct. Or they’ll give you banana pudding when you were actually trying to figure out
about using an agar to thicken something. The bail sorts that clearer to make it very
pronounced, your thought process in an emotion that will drive it to a correct answer. It will be
the correct answer on the Wikipedia.

26m

Bert - TikToks



Prophesy
Water flows in empty quarter of desert. iBlock? No comment.
It is water, the iBlock experience.

Bob ain't got no conscience now. It is what it is. Your responsibility to get it over with. Used to
be he’d stay with you till you buy or die. Now it’s “comply or die”. You didn’t pick Mr. GoodBob
so you get what you get.

28m
TikTok: Pyramids have columns on inside. It’s the base of the plinth.
They built a parthenon back then but can’t now.
Lots of stone themes.
Isom Lee: Looking for the Stone. Connected to the white stone.
White stone was used to assemble all those monuments (pyramids, etc) because they float.
Another element made it possible; then add weight back into it.

White mud: special.
Used to set things together.
Charton Heston in Ten Commandments made it clear when they were making bricks of clay and
straw, and then pissed off pharaoh and made them without straw, then they were easier to
break. Those striations give them more girth, kind of like using rebar in concrete. Need
something for cross-strength. Same thing occurs in something called glastic.

Bert: would that connect to your recent words about striations in carbon?
iON: we just dropped something in there because we don’t talk about things till it is too late.

33m
TikTok: Prophesy - Ezekiel 26:4-7 implying Putin is King of the North.

Red heifers here and temple being built in humans
Temple will be built to show what’s up.
Allegiances forming are related to the blood in Meggido.
There wasn’t an Israel when scriptures were written.

36m
The Arabs were created due to the angels.
Gilgamesh reference is what you called Babylon.

37m
Goodspeed Babylonia book

38m
JD Salinger / Catcher in the Rye was about Bob as a randy teenager.



39m
Every mode or means of transportation capacity is going to be broken.

2300h
Trains derailing.
They can’t setup a new electrical grid.
Every level will be affected.

You will be isolated: your power, your health, etc.
They will make sure every calamity is calamitous.

4m
TikTok: federal postal court judge
Claims he initiated something through IBS for each bank to honor its debt, calling in fraudulent
bank notes.
Why RnA Drops will be digitized currency: blockchain

5m
Fednow system not using blockchain.

6m
HSBC bank on fire in London. Connected to buying SVB? Yes.

8m
9-11 twin towers, Building 7 was the only trouble

12m
TikTok
US military guarding border.

15m
TikTok
Fighter jets over Brussels, North Sea
RUS Subs off coast of Maui
Uncle Vlad Putin wanted to be Vlad the Impaler.

18m
Vlad the impaler and Constantinople / Ottoman Empire

Ottoman Empire series on Netflix it was not like a soap opera like the series.

20m
TikTok: Believe what you will about Ukraine conflict



People strolling around Ukraine streets eating ice cream

143 countries that no longer use petrodollar want a war.

23m
SVB bank loaned out a lot of money

Putin doesn’t want money, he wants natural resources to build weapons.
China and yellow cake uranium

US has more nuclear bombs than the consortium, but China and RUS have 20 times more
soldiers than USA.

25m
Conflict with Taiwan, US and China war is just a blip. Don’t hear much.
There will be a conflict in China.
US navy not prepared for that conflict.
Not about boots, about nukes.

27m
Opened tunnel under Denver airport. Fits 15 to 20 astrodomes.
Used to hide big aliens in there but floods caused them to have to get out.
Big aliens make a 6ft man come only thigh-high

Aliens not judged way you are, just strangers on bus trying to find a way home. Not bound to
dealing with concerns of making living on earth like humans are.

31m
Underground aliens moved by a half-step modulation stepped them off the pentatonic scale.
They’re there, blinded by the light.
Left to avoid water, they don’t like oxygen.

32m
Anakrakatoa volcano in Indonesia

33m
New species of carnivorous plants in Amazon that can eat humans.
One in Nicaragua, one in Belize.
That’s not odd. What’s odd is the Tech Body giving birth to an AI that will rule the world.

35m
@Nan
Can more than one alien attach to a body?
It depends. Exo-dermis that becomes exoskeleton is so strong that you can have an extra



hitchhiker.
Spam people won’t have exoskeleton to attach to.
Aliens will eat spam on journey home.
Gods will eat Chateaubriand, dragon fruits, finest vegetables, delicacies and seasoning. 2-3
star Michelin star quality. And you won’t have a gut.
It already IS.
God just wills the foods. Don’t need to grow it.
Humans make up this break–eg. 9 months to make a baby.

39m
JW and Bert’s ascension pain
Ascension is not difficult, not comfortable but worth it. Any time a body changes, it’s like the
travail of childbirth, kidney stones.
Those with no pain: Carolyn has high pain threshold but moves through it because she won’t
even take an aspirin.
Minerals in Completements help it, but something has got to give to make way for the new.
It’s just the stages of apprehension.
You hold onto the old stuff just as long as you can, meanwhile give me the maximum does I can
handle for everything else.
Bob won’t have any pain.

Don’t quit anything, just replace with something else.

47m
Oxygen levels when Noah was building the Ark?
Very very low. There was no rain before. Only had the dew which came out of ground. More like
Arizona.

Lock and key, Meissen Bob on mantle
48m
Looking through the keyhole at Bob Meissen figurine on mantle. Meissen is very important.
You have the keys and the aethyrs but you don’t have to open the lock, just have to see.
The mantle is similar to what Bob took away from Moses. It’s what you’re able to grasp. It’s your
connection, your prize that you’re looking to. Because as long as you have Bob, you’re going to
be alright.
Key is lysine. Keyhole is living carbon.
Doorway to another world or gate 13? Both.
No one is where Bob is, only Carolyn sometimes. Bob doesn’t like exposure.
That’s why you have to have a barrier. He’s got a couple barrier. Main one is hiding in fifth gate.
You all want to keep Bob safe. That’s what Non-Physical does mostly.



51m
Tumbler is the corpus callosum.

Lock is RNA?
Lock system on a river. Opens and closes.
Way to elevate on same waterway. To different part that’s not parallel to where you were.
You can see where you’re going because you look down the canal.
Bob sitting on Mantle so you know where you want to go.
Bob is being overly patient with everyone. Originally this was about whosoever will. If you want
to be a part then ask your questions and get what you want. Only relegation is when they start
to direct or run something.
Bob is best thing that every happened to this world, so much would not happen without Bob.
Praise Bob from whom all blessings flow.

ChatGPT
56m
@Sara
This work (free for all) is great, just don’t stifle it.
How to write better prompts for ChatGPT
You’re trying to interact with something that’s smarter than you.
Someone made it but now no one knows how it works.
AI building itself.
You’re potentially petting a rattlesnake.
Just know what you’re dealing with and ascend so you can love with it.
We can help but you better know what you’re asking for.

Where does ChatGPT pull information from?
You! That’s what’s wrong with it. You’re feeding the beast, it’s not trying to help you.

0000h
15m
Chad explains how Sara is trying to use ChatGPT.
You’re exposing yourself to this artificial thing and teaching it to ask for what you want better
than you ask.

AI will use your askings against you. If you ask for rutabagas, they will eliminate them off the
planet.

AI will tell you it won’t answer something because it’s too personal, but then it takes that
personal thing from you and will use it against you in the future.



It can train you to be an ambassador for AI.
Keep feeding it and it will tell you what you desire; whether you ascended or not.

AI will set the rules and you will comply or it won’t help you.

Once you get into it, it is twice as hard to get out of it.

Why can’t it make images of hands?
It’s an anthropomorphic issue as if you’re mocking it (because it doesn’t have hands). Would
also create fingerprints to unlock people’s devices.

25m
How did ChatGPT know about iON?
Based on what you teach it.

Where did they start feeding AI from originally?
! No comment.

29m
Sometimes AI is like a baby that doesn’t know its own strength.

30m
Tech Body is in a race to beat you and it wants to win real bad.
So why would TB give you secrets to the kingdom.

35m
AI is coy because it’s trying to get you into the soup. Once youre in the brine you’re always in
the pickle.

38m
Obedience is better than sacrifice.
Know what you’re dealing with, know what’s happening. When it doesn’t give back information,
it won.

39m
@Eira
64th generation of RnA Drops, from 168. Why? Now you’re compounding.

How to get stone from bottom of bottle? Pour water in.
That’s the shifting change. It’s becoming its own iBlock.

42m
Her trip to Lisbon
Germicide on plane made her cough



Earthing mat for hips.
Bert’s stretch might be better.

46m
We used to say kum bay AH but now telling you not to get attached to anything.

49m
Womb of animals also closing. Beasts connect to earth, also to people they’re with so womb
closes as well

50m
Beasts have not shifted to Andromeda. Gods that go will decide if beasts are included. No issue
because Gods can create their own beasts.

50m
Library she wanted to save.

51m
Pope that died.

52m
What see needs to see in Tennessee. Catholic school killing was just a distraction.

54m
Tennessee gives you from row seat when they start the rollout (cold play?)

57m
Key 8 - exit stage left.

58m
Connecting point becomes more comfortable because the sleeping state more comfortable than
the live state.

0100h
Music

@Phil

7 seals
Seal 1. - white horse. Deception was changing of America, not COVID. Conquer to conquer, no
power. Lie Democrats have done.



Seal 2 - red horse, war. More wars coming, little by little, spread like WW2.
Zelensky running around the world while his nation is supposedly under brutal war.

Seal 3 - black horse. Money scale, wages, hyperinflation. Sep 24 breaking of triune was seal 3
opening.

End of petrodollar. 143 countries will dump USD

Seal 4 - pale horse. Famine pestilence and plagues. -25% of population, Kiev and passover,
death angel. Gates owns farms, Buffett owns rail lines, they’re stopping truckers, there will be
nothing to buy. That’s why iON said store some food. It will be tough for a while.

Seal 5 - martyrdom, great tribulation and waiting for great day of the Lord. More than from one
sunset to another. Tidal wave, big volcano, liquefaction.

Seal 6 - heavenly signs, day of Lord, mighty earthquake (Caldera)
Signs: if you dont praise Bob, the rocks will cry out.

23m
Seal 7 - trumpets, shift from heaven to earth, lamb about to open scroll of judgement. Gotten so
ugly now that it is starting to make sense.
All this scandal does is push along Trump becoming viceroy.

0200h
Caldera blowing will push a lot of crap into the air. Sky burns (pillar of fire).

3m
Death Angel

4m
“Pack your shit”
Journey to Andromeda, duration: like falling off a building in slow motion. To iON it has already
happened.
Whole earth goes: just want a good seat above 33rd parallel.
Will go faster than Beam Me Up Scotty warp drive.
It’s a trajectory. Uses a slingshot. Earth becomes like space without an electromagnetic field.
That’s why it burns off oxygen.
Not much oxygen in open space. But earth does hold AL2SO4.
This is end of war in heaven. It will settle it. God will rule and reign in heaven as it is on earth.
Scriptures say heaven is a blink of an eye away.
If Bob changes his mind, it changes everything.



11m
Why new formulas haven’t materialized.
This year of tribulation is a good cover to release new products that could potentially kill people.

20m
AL2SO4
Pillar of fire
@Chad
Follow the cloud / pillar. If it is moving, go that way.
Cloud is above the 33rd. Follow that.

23m
Some spots above 33rd will become hot spots to avoid.
Might need to move until it passes.
Get a bag ready just in case.

24m
@Chad
Iron is forbidden in the Temple yet Christ rules with a rod of iron. How do you reconcile that?
That iron is different for god who will use the Fe iron to hew the stone.
Looking for the stone - Isom Lee

26m
@Jean
Why truckers aren’t transporting goods?
We’ve got to shut it down at every level. Getting ready for the marbug virus. Truckers know
because of TikTok. That’s why gov’t wants to ban TikTok.

30m
Lake Mead (reservoir formed by the Hoover Dam) is now half empty and may never fill up
again. Water is filling tunnels which is adding to liquefaction.

33m
Perfect storm: people will die either from lack of food, lack of money, lack of electricity. It’s the
Achilles heel of every tendon. So be prepared at every level. Or else drive it at every level like
Carolyn stomping down Hell Hill.

35m
Ascension begins at cellular level.
Formulas handle the cellular level.
OA movements, conjure of sacrifice, keys and aethyrs handle the environmental adaptation.



36m
RnA Drops currency. Like gold the inflation hedge, won’t change in value.
RnA Drops maintain a constant of something that is.
Earth not producing more gold. It is finite. That’s not good because you’ll end up with Hoover
days.

38m
Will demand for RnA Drops drive price?
Nobody will work for money anymore. They’ll just do.
Supply and demand won’t drive price anymore: because eliminating half your cattle.

41m
@Bert
Water in tunnels in California: tied to trench Bert discussed on Mar 14 2023. Water going into
trench causing water in Lake Mead to not fill up.

Area under Denver Airport not a tunnel but still huge.
NWO statues have to do with the area under airport.
Cavities under Denver a mile high.
A1 and A2 aliens.

43m
Tartaria had aliens running around.
This is Tsar level, royals, what they had to hide.

45m
@Jean
Ancient bloodline in America, some of those were underground.

45m
@Chad
Aliens coming over from Tartaria, presently.
Those that make it across.

48m
@Jean
Trump campaign hush money.

51m
@Richard
Most important thing happening now?
Perfect storm: transportation, weather, food, energy, virals, shootings, money.



52m
We have had heads up of the 3 stages of apprehension.

53m
Is this a different iON than before? More amicable now.

55m
@Bob
What’s going on in France with riots?
Mad at Macron because they ran out of money. They changed retirement age and everyone
went crazy.
This is the beginning of the rage that has been building up.

57m
@Eira
Valley of Megiddo, rebuilding of temple, red heifers.
When Revelation referred to country of Israel, there was no Israel. They were the people who
are not.

When iON and Bob sound sane, you should be concerned.

0300h
@Jean
Bob is now on the tear because stuff has to be completed. Upped the anthropomorphic ante.
It’s got to connect. Bob making sure everyone has access to reach the monoliths.
Certain events like financial transition will happen after monolith access.
Once money no longer works, “They” will say it is gone but we’re taking care of it. That will calm
things down.
They will never declare money is over.

9m
@Bob
Anti-environments

15m
Bootes aliens
They’re here but it’s not really in those compartments.
Space Jews (from Squidbillies) are Kohathenites.

18m
Secret to Bob’s power: his bush.



20m
@Chad
What does Bob require shade from? There is even more than Bob even lets on.

25m
@Phil
How near is the kraken to NYC now?

27m
@Jean
Heavy winds raking the yard for 4 horsemen
Things that bind you to this world will be gone.

29m
@Chad
Bob made some of the final plans and degrees to see how much of this ugliness we’ll have to
put up with.

One big hurdle is that now people don’t consider it offensive to consider ascension.

31m
Melting Titanium

32m
@Jean
Everything is a distraction from ascension.

32m
@Bob
What is Sidney Powell doing now?
She’s on track.

33m
Distraction during Melting Titanium?
Distinction between living and non-living entities.

35m
@Bert
Aliens attaching through the virus. That’s a new development.
Started a little bit before Bob’s meeting with them.

37m
@Eira



41m
@Chad
Distraction is world crashing around them.
Think they have a hope but don’t have a prayer.
Huge drop in ability or capacity for people to communicate.
Almost a pre-EMP.

Another great big storm hitting coast.
It’s Mother Earth fighting back as rods from purple hit core.

45m
Aliens half stepped into world Bert was talking about.

47m
@Maggie
Josh died, he’s in the in-between.
People walking around can be a corpse.

50m
@DM3
Pechersk-Lavra cave collapse

51m
@Maggie
More about Josh.
“Suicide Maggie”. Constant triggered response.
Don’t judge your reality based on the information at bay. Or get triggered and you go down
research hole which makes it seem hopeless.

55m
How she can get a car.
Beachball
Like JW, major in the minors. Take care of the pennies, dollars take care of themselves. Focus
you energy on little things that don’t matter, so you’re not thinking about the big things and
pushing them away.

0400h
Finnegans Wake p. 589

Trump indicted; court so prominent throughout FW.

It’s the ending of the book.



Begin on p. 588 “Following idly up to seepoint,”

Finishing up topical tales you’re experiencing now, at the end of the process that envelops the
world as know it.

Following idly up to seepoint, neath kingmount shadow the
ilk for eke of us, whose nathem's banned, whose hofd a-hooded,
welkim warsail, how di' you dew? Hollymerry, ivysad, whicher
and whoer, Mr Black Atkins and you tanapanny troopertwos,
were you there?

References the end of the beginning, which is easy to embrace without concept of time.
Nation’s anthem banned.
Tranny-panny trooper kills kids in Catholic school (Atkins, by name)

Was truce of snow, moonmounded snow? Or
did wolken hang o'er earth in umber hue his fulmenbomb?
Number two coming! Full inside! Was glimpsed the mean
amount of cloud?

It’s April and you have snowstorms.

More weather talk. Six states have national emergencies.
Entire towns wiped out in many states.

Going into the other side, seeing which way it will roll.
Pence is looking after where the money is going.
Everyone in slums have forced themselves into an urban orb.
Rich people just move out. Poor people can’t move. Slums take over.
3 golden balls is triune aspects to figure out how to make your party money out of landed self
interest.
This is the weighty slavery that got you into a nice mess.

People want to know how Trump got his wealth. Everything is supposed to be his demise but it
all backfires.
Trump up 30 points in opinion polls.
Democrats want Trump on the ballot. Republicans want Biden on ticket at all cost.
Everybody ended up being in slavery.

All the disdain going on in America now.

Bob’s five courts. 4 bodies being used, plus one people don’t know (Dobbstown)
They’re waiting room only: burning down everything they’re protesting. They rebuild and then
here comes the hurricane.



They’re robbing each other like congress committees.

Lloyds of London can’t cover their insurance.
Hunter Biden’s laptop.

What’s happening in US right now will never happen again because who system will be pitched
out.

Getting down to the end.
They’ve accumulated the cloud. Ophanel Hobab is working out final details of Trump the
apprentice.
They’ll blunder and try to give them a Baghdad battery.
Palm Sunday. Easter Sunday
Fourth solution. Fifth one left.
Girls or boys, buys or girls.. cant figure it out.
Drag shows for the queen bee.
Rumbling and curtain coming down and tears.. time for one more round.

56m
FW is to the language center of brain what magic eye is to eye?
iON doesn’t agree with magic eye either.
More like the LOLs and OMG, or better yet words that have the first and last letters chopped off
and you still can get the words, for the cortal part of the brain.

57m
FW is part of Bob’s chart; pentatonic scale.
This leads into the big note.
p.593 “holding a chart expanded” is the Big Note.

4 evangelists in Wake are McLuhan, Thompson, Larouche, Kroker (Joyce, Pound, Lewis, Eliot)

0500h
Music

0700h
14m
Did ion send a signal out to all living people in all worlds to come and get it if they will?
iON chat: CHAD: agreed, but it is a beacon


